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Together, we are people

AOL celebrates who each of us is,
a thread that links past and future,
bringing the richness of our backgrounds
forward into the world and workplace
with joy, pride, and respect.

This is both why and how we create
products as diverse as our consumers,
meeting a tapestry of needs and interests
with the insight and experience of our people.

And it is why we are committed to realizing
a time when any barrier that divides us
becomes a bond that unites us,
a time when everyone knows that
greatness occurs not despite our differences,
but because of them.

We give strength to each other.

Dear Summit participants,

We’re here! We know many of you have traveled far: from New Delhi, Tokyo, Beijing, London and Paris. And at least one of you, from the class of 1957, has traveled 53 years before finding yourself in a gathering of nearly 400 Harvard Asian Americans that you probably couldn’t have imagined until now. This moment is nothing short of thrilling.

We began the journey of organizing this event with a handful of facts in hand. We knew that Asians have become the largest ethnically-defined segment of Harvard’s alumni population—making up nearly 20% of recent undergraduate classes and more than 10% of Harvard’s graduate student body. (Though it may support a stereotype, our numbers are particularly high in dentistry and medicine, with Asians representing well over a quarter of the HSDM and HMS population.)

We also knew that among these thousands of Asian alums are individuals who’ve reinvented industry, shaped society, advanced technology and enriched our culture; leaders and innovators who are among the world’s most prominent figures in business, public service, academia, science, technology and media. And yet, our participation in Harvard’s legacy hasn’t reflected these numbers, and our voice in Harvard’s direction hasn’t been in proportion to this promise.

With the recent marking of several milestones—the naming of WilmerHale co-managing partner William F. Lee ’72 as the first Asian American to serve on the Harvard Corporation, the University’s highest governing body, and the joint efforts of Asian-American students and alumni to advocate for and endow Harvard’s first Ethnic Studies program—we realized the time was more than ripe to bring our dynamic community together, to support and inspire each other and reflect on how we might use our collective influence to help shape our alma mater and benefit society at large.

We are grateful to President Drew Gilpin Faust and to Mr. Lee for your early support; your participation helped us convince others that our efforts were serious, with high aims. And there are literally more than a hundred organizations and individuals—alumni, students, faculty and staff—who have worked, some for more than a year, to pull together a spectacularly ambitious program. We hope we haven’t missed anyone in our attempts to acknowledge each of you, in this booklet and elsewhere, as your contributions are deeply appreciated.

This event is the first of many that will reconnect our extended network, both globally and in local chapters of the new Harvard Asian American Alumni Alliance. We urge you to use this opportunity to reach out, reconnect and get involved—because together, as this Summit shows, our potential is limitless.

Yours,

Jeannie, Jeff and Eric

Jeannie Park ’83 and Jeff Yang’89   Eric Yeh ’98, SM’98
Summit Co-Chairs     President, Harvard Asian American Alumni Alliance

This Summit was produced with the support of the
Harvard Alumni Association and the following University organizations.
We thank you and look forward to ongoing partnerships.

Harvard South Asian Alumni Alliance
Harvard Association of Asian and Asian American Faculty and Administrators
Asia Business Club at HBS
Asian Pacific American (APA) Caucus at HKS
Asian Pacific American Law Students Association
Asian American Association
Asian American Brotherhood
Asian American Business Association at HBS
Chinese Students Association
Harvard Chinese Students and Scholars Association
Harvard Japan Society
Harvard Vietnamese Association
Korean Association
Organization of Asian American Sisters in Service
South Asian Association
Taiwanese Cultural Society
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2010

9 a.m. – 3 p.m. College Class Visits

1 – 3 p.m. Admissions Info Session and Tour for prospective college applicants and families (Agassiz House)

5 – 6 p.m. House Dinner with Students (Winthrop House Dining Hall; additional fee)

5:30 – 7:30 p.m. Opening Reception & Summit Registration (Radcliffe Gym)

8 p.m. – midnight Film Showcase: Filmmakers Talk and Screenings of Children of Invention and Red Doors (Science Center D)

10 p.m. till… Summit After Hours (Queen’s Head Pub)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2010

8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Registration (Faculty Club; registration continues 1:15 – 5:00 p.m. in Emerson)

8:30 – 10 a.m. RE:CONNECT Networking Breakfast (Faculty Club)

10:15 – 11:30 a.m. Plenary Session (Emerson)
  ▪ Where We Stand: The Changing Asian-American Experience at Harvard

11:45 a.m. – 1:15 p.m. Gala Luncheon (Faculty Club)
  Keynote Speaker: Chris Lu JD ’91, Assistant to President Obama and Secretary of the Cabinet

1:30 – 2:40 p.m. Panel Sessions I (Summit Registration in Emerson till 5:00 p.m.)
  ▪ Asia Rising: Opportunities and Risks (Emerson 105)
  ▪ Making Change: Social Entrepreneurship (Fong Auditorium, Boylston)

2:50 – 4:00 p.m. Panel Sessions II
  ▪ Ask What You Can Do: Embracing Politics and Public Service (Fong Auditorium, Boylston)
  ▪ The Road Less Traveled: Asian Americans in Atypical Careers (Emerson 105)

4:30 – 5:30 p.m. Politics and Public Service Reception (Boylston)

4:30 – 5:30 p.m. Turning the Page: Authors Showcase, featuring Gish Jen ’77 (Emerson)

5:30 – 7 p.m. Reception at the American Repertory Theater’s OBERON, with Authors Book-Signing

7 – 8 p.m. Dinner Reception with ELEVATE Pitch Competition Finalists and Judges (CGIS South)

7:15 – 8:15 p.m. Poker Master Class with Pro Bernard Lee ’92 (CGIS South; additional fee)

8 – 10 p.m. ELEVATE Pitch Competition Live Finals (CGIS South)

8 OR 10:30 p.m. The Donkey Show, directed by Diane Paulus ’88, A.R.T. OBERON (ticket required)

10:00 p.m. till… Dessert and Drinks (Noir, Charles Hotel)

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2010

9 – 10 a.m. Closing Breakfast, by Flour Bakery + Cafe (all Sunday sessions in Boylston)

9 – 10:45 a.m. Entrepreneurship Exposed: Launching Business, Creative and Non-Profit Ventures

10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. Rx for MD’s? Doctoring in 2010 and Beyond, with Dr. Pauline Chen ’86 and Dr. Darshak Sanghavi ’92

11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Reboot: Reinventing Media for the Digital Age, with David Eun ’89, JD ’93 and Sewell Chan ’98

12:30 – 2:30 p.m. HAAAA Meetings (open to all)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15

9 a.m. – 3 p.m. | College Class Visits
College classes will be open for Summit visitors in conjunction with Freshman Parents Weekend. No sign-up necessary; just drop in. Space may be limited, and visitor attendance is up to the professor. (Schedule available at Summit.HAAAA.Net/program.)

1 p.m. – 3 p.m. | College Admissions Info Session and Tour
Admissions Visitor Center, Agassiz House, Radcliffe Yard (not the Quad! Sign-up not required)
Summit participants and their children are invited to a one-hour information session led by an Admissions officer and featuring current Asian-American students. A one-hour campus tour will follow.

5 – 6 p.m. | House Dinner
Winthrop House Dining Hall (fee required)
Word is the college food has greatly improved over the years! Find out if this is true by enjoying a nostalgic dinner at Winthrop House Dining Hall. Current students will join and tell you how else house life has changed. If you didn’t pre-register, you may pay at the door.

5:30 – 7:30 p.m. | Opening Reception & Summit Registration
Radcliffe Gym, in Radcliffe Yard (not the Quad)
The Summit officially begins with a welcome by Drew Gilpin Faust, President of Harvard University and Lincoln Professor of History, at the beautiful Radcliffe Gym. The brief program, which also includes a welcome by John P. Reardon, Jr. ’60, Executive Director of the Harvard Alumni Association and Associate Vice President for University Relations, and by former Secretary of Labor Elaine Chao MBA ’79, will allow plenty of time for mingling with friends old and new. Music by pianist Andrew Chow ’14 and guitarist Jared Lopez ’14. Sponsored by the Harvard Association of Asian and Asian-American Faculty and Administrators and Yoshiko June Nagao ’96.

8:00 p.m. – midnight | The Crimson Frame: A Film Showcase of Works by Asian-American Alumni
Science Center D
At 8 p.m., filmmakers Mynette Louie ’97 and Georgia Lee ’98 will speak about their award-winning works and their movie-making careers. Children of Invention, produced by Louie, will be screened at 8:45 p.m. Released in 2010, Children, about two Chinese-American children who find themselves left alone, is “as close to cinematic purity as one is likely to see this year,” according to the Film Society of Lincoln Center. Red Doors will be shown immediately afterward, at 10:30 p.m. Directed by Lee and released in 2006, Red Doors tells of of a Chinese-American family with three daughters and their complicated, dysfunctional lives; the Wall Street Journal called it “hilariously funny and unbelievably revealing.” Sponsored by Organization of Asian American Sisters in Service and Taiwanese Cultural Society.

10:00 p.m. till… | Summit After Hours
Queen’s Head Pub, Memorial Hall lower level
Continue mixing with Summit participants into the wee hours. Cambridge Queen’s Head is the student-run bar and social space established in the basement of Memorial Hall in 2006. Erase your memories of taking finals there. No-host bar.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16

8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. | Registration (continues 1:15 – 5:00 p.m. in Emerson)
Faculty Club, 20 Quincy Street
Please check in as early in the weekend as possible, as you’ll need your name badge for entry to all Summit events and for special prices at our partner restaurants.

8:30 – 10 a.m. | RE:CONNECT Networking Breakfast
Faculty Club, 20 Quincy Street (sold out; no space available)
Kick off the first full day of the Summit at this morning meet-up designed to help you build friendships, connections and a better understanding of the fields that interest you. Tables will be hosted by outstanding and outgoing alumni accomplished in their areas of expertise, including Norman Bay JD ’86, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; Andrew G.W. Chung ’99, Lightspeed Ventures; Jay Chen ’01, Board of Education, Hacienda-La Puente Unified School District; Leland Cheung KSG, councilmember, Cambridge; Jay Chyung ’99, MD/PhD ’06, medical director, Healthway; Ann Kim ’00, documentary film producer/director; Michelle Kung ’03, reporter/blog editor, Wall Street Journal; Jennifer 8. Lee ’98-99, journalist/author; Yiting Liu ’03, Ray Shi Capital Group; Vivek Murthy ’98, attending physician and instructor, Brigham & Women’s/HMS, co-founder of Epernicus, LLC, and Doctors for America; Karen Tseng ’01, JD ’05, Assistant Attorney General, Massachusetts; Roopal Shah ’91, co-founder and executive director, Indicorps; Sam Sia PhD ’02, assistant professor of bioengineering, Columbia University; Surat Singh MD HMS ’85, SJD ’90, Dr. Surat Singh & Associates; Bella Wong ’82, EdM ’91, superintendent of Wellesley Public Schools; Derrick Wong ’76, non-profit advisor; Mark Wu ’96, assistant professor, HLS.

10:15 – 11:30 a.m. | Opening Plenary
Where We Stand: The Changing Experience of Asian Americans at Harvard
Emerson 105, Harvard Yard (please register for the Summit at the Faculty Club beforehand)
Hear from alumni, faculty, students and staff who have played pivotal roles in shaping the Asian-American experience at Harvard as they reflect on how the University has changed over the last four decades. This panel engages provocative topics such as discriminatory admissions policies and celebrates the achievements of Asian Americans as leaders within the Harvard community. Panelists: Jane Bock ’81, staff attorney, Legal Aid Society; Eileen Chow ’90, former associate professor of Chinese Literary and Cultural Studies, Harvard; Athena Lao ’12, co-president, Asian American Association; Philip Lee JD '00, EdD ’14, former assistant director of admissions, Harvard Law School; William F. Lee ’72, managing partner, WilmerHale, and member, Harvard Corporation. Moderator: Liza Cariaga-Lo EdM ’90, EdD ’93, assistant provost for faculty development and diversity.
11:45 a.m. – 1:15 p.m. | Gala Luncheon
Faculty Club, 20 Quincy Street (sold out; ticket required)
The Summit Gala at the venerable Faculty Club will open with a welcome by HAAANA President Eric Yeh ’98, SM ’98. It will feature Keynote Speaker Chris Lu JD ’91, Secretary of the Cabinet and Assistant to President Barack Obama, who will share his experiences on HLS classmate Obama’s historic campaign, take us behind the scenes of the Administration and look ahead to the challenges and opportunities facing the White House and the nation.

1:30 – 2:40 p.m. | Panel Session I
Making Change: How Social Entrepreneurs Are Investing in a Better Future
Fong Auditorium, Boylston
As traditional philanthropy struggles in the faltering economy, social entrepreneurs are trying to facilitate change through innovative, market-based solutions to social challenges. We’ll hear from leaders in this field about both their setbacks and the successes that have made a difference, new directions they’re pursuing and how we can contribute. Panelists: Sue Yun Chi ’01, portfolio manager, SeaChange Capital Partners; Richard Chinn ’88 MD ’94, CEO, Institute for OneWorld Health; Michael Chu MBA ’76, senior lecturer on social enterprise, Harvard Business School, and managing director, IGNIA Fund; Roshan Paul MPP ’08, senior change manager, Ashoka Peace. Moderator: Wendy Hanamura ’83, VP and general manager, Link TV.

1:30 – 2:40 p.m. | Panel Session I
Asia Rising: Opportunities and Risks
Emerson 105
Top alumni who have made their mark in Asia offer their thoughts on where the region is headed and discuss opportunities for Asian and Asian-American alumni to contribute and work there—and pitfalls to avoid. Panelists: Chuck Chai ’95, former U.S. Treasury Department official; Yiting Liu ’03, managing director, Ray Shi Capital Group; Alice Young JD ’74, chair, Asia Pacific Practice, Kaye Scholer LLP; Roopal Shah ’91, co-founder and executive director, Indicorps. Moderator: Anand Giridharadas, PhD candidate, GSAS, and columnist for The New York Times and International Herald Tribune. Sponsored by Byung-Kook Kim ’82.

2:50 – 4:00 p.m. | Panel Session II
The Road Less Traveled: Asian Americans in Atypical Careers
Emerson 105
For these distinguished alumni, graduating from Harvard was just the beginning of their education. They share stories about how they followed their passions down non-traditional paths—and met with uncommon success. Panel discussion to be followed by smaller break-out sessions with each speaker. Panelists: Joanna Chang ’91, consultant-turned-chef, Flour bakeries and Myers+Chang restaurant, and cookbook author; Bernard Lee ’92, ALM ’94, professional poker player and ESPN commentator; Georgia Lee ’98, director of Red Doors. Moderator: Jennifer 8. Lee ’98-99, journalist and author. Sponsored by Jinhee Ahn Kim ’85 and Joseph Kim ’84.

2:50 – 4:00 p.m. | Panel Session II
Ask What You Can Do: Embracing Politics and Public Service
Fong Auditorium, Boylston
Join alumni at the epicenter of change on the campaign trail, in municipal leadership and in Federal service. Explore such topics as, What drives people down this path? Have we entered a post-racial political era, or are we more divided than ever? Do Asian Americans matter in a majority-driven democracy? Plus, raise your own questions as these political leaders share their insiders’ perspective. Panelists: Norman Bay JD ’86, director, Office of Enforcement, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; David Chiu ’91 JD/MPP ’94, president, San Francisco Board of Supervisors; Mina Nguyen MBA ’09, former deputy assistant secretary of the U.S. Department of Treasury and senior advisor for the Republican National Committee; Valerie Santos MBA/MPP ’03, deputy mayor, District of Columbia; Sam Yoon MPP ’95, founder, Asian Political Leadership Fund, former Boston City Councilor. Moderator: PJ Kim, MPA/MPP ’06, executive director, New York City’s Drum Major Institute for Public Policy, and 2009 candidate for NYC Council. Sponsored by Tony W. Lee ’94.

4:30 – 5:30 p.m. | Politics and Public Service Reception
Ticknor Lounge, Boylston Hall, Harvard Yard
Our speakers who work in politics and public service will be the honored guests at a special reception for any Summit participants interested in these fields. You’ll also meet Kennedy School students and alumni, who can tell you more about Harvard’s offerings in this area. Sponsored by the Asian Pacific American (APA) Caucus at HKS.

4:30 – 5:30 p.m. | Turning the Page: An Authors Showcase, featuring Gish Jen ’77
Emerson 105
Novelists Gish Jen ’77, V.V. (Sugi) Ganeshanathan ’02 (Love Marriage) and Tania James ’03 (Atlas of Unknowns) will read from their critically acclaimed works. Jen, whose first novel, Typical American, marked her as a breakthrough Asian-American author, will share and discuss her new book, World and Town, about a woman in midlife dealing with overwhelming loss and the challenge of starting over. Harvard Book Store will sell works by these and other Summit speakers at Emerson and afterward at the OBERON reception, where the authors will be available for signing. Sponsored by The Asian American Writers Workshop.

5:30 – 7 p.m. | Reception and Authors Book-Signing at the American Repertory Theater’s OBERON
OBERON (corner of Mass Ave. and Arrow St.)
You’re invited by Diane Paulus ’88, artistic director and CEO of the A.R.T. and Tony-nominated director of the acclaimed Broadway revival of Hair, to wind down from the day’s sessions at Oberon, the A.R.T.’s cool theatrical club space. Acclaimed violinist and member of the Harvard Board of Overseers Lynn Chang ’75 will perform a quartet with his son Christopher Chang ’12 on viola, Bobby Chen ’14 on cello and Saki Takahashi ’11 on violin. Summit speakers Gish Jen, Tania James, V.V. (Sugi) Ganeshanathan, Joanne Chang, Pauline Chen, Darshok Sanghavi, Jeff Yang and Jennifer 8. Lee will sign their books, which you may purchase on site from Harvard Book Store.
7 – 8 p.m. | Dinner Reception with Pitch Competition Judges and Finalists
Concourse, CGIS South (the dinner is sold out)
Enjoy a light dinner with new Summit friends in preparation for the exciting finals of the ELEVATE Pitch Competition.

7:15 – 8:15 p.m. | Poker Master Class with Pro Bernard Lee '92, ALM '94
CGIS South, Room 050, in the Concourse (fee required; space may be available at registration and at the door)
Discuss expert strategy and analyze live hands with Bernard Lee, a professional poker player with over $1.35 million in career earnings and an instructor with the World Series of Poker Academy. Lee has written the Sunday poker column for the Boston Herald since 2005, and is also the co-host of ESPN.com’s weekly poker show, ESPN Inside Deal.

8 p.m. or 10:30 p.m. | A.R.T. performance of The Donkey Show
OBERON (corner of Mass Ave. and Arrow St; ticket purchase required)
Stay at OBERON after the reception or come back later for The Donkey Show, director Diane Paulus’s smash-hit disco adaptation of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. “With The Donkey Show, Diane Paulus has changed the face of A.R.T. in one fell swoop….It’s a great night out.” —Boston Herald. If you did not pre-purchase, tickets will likely be available at the door.

8 – 10 p.m. | ELEVATE Pitch Competition Finals
Tsai Auditorium, CGIS South (space is limited; but seats may be available at the door; fee required)
Come watch the Live Pitch Finals of HAAAA’s first ELEVATE Pitch Competition, which drew 106 entries from a vast range of fields. The final eight teams (see following page for details) present their plans for business, social enterprise and artistic works to a panel of expert judges. Judges: Melissa Lee '95, host, CNBC’s Fast Money; P.Y. Nicole Chang '89, VP, New Business Development, DFS Group Limited; Richard Chin '88 MD ’94, CEO, Institute for OneWorld Health; David Eun '89 JD ’93, president, AOL Media and Studios; Sheila Marcelo, MBA ’98, JD ’99, CEO, Care.com, former Matrix Partners Entrepreneur-in-Residence; Joseph Park MBA ’04, SVP, HarperCollins Consumer Digital Business. Audience members will get to vote on their favorite, too.

10:00 p.m. till… | Dessert and Drinks
Noir, Charles Hotel, 1 Bennett Street (next to the Kennedy School)
Close Cambridge down one last time with fellow Summit participants and the ELEVATE Pitch Comp winners and judges as you discuss the day’s highlights and lay the groundwork for future contact and collaboration. Desserts provided; cash bar. Co-sponsored by the Asian American Business Association and Asia Business Club of HBS.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17

8:45 – 10 a.m. | Closing Breakfast, catered by Flour Bakery + Cafe
Ticknor Lounge, Boylston Hall, Harvard Yard
The famous sticky buns created by Chef Joanne Chang ’91 are worth waking up for! Grab some coffee and get set for Sunday’s knockout final speakers.

9 – 10:45 a.m. | Entrepreneurship Exposed: Launching Business, Creative and Nonprofit Ventures—and Getting the Money to Make Them Happen
Fong Auditorium, Boylston Hall
So you’ve got a great idea: How do you get the capital to launch it? Veterans of the startup space—the V.C.s, entrepreneurs and executives who’ve raised or given millions of dollars—will lead a 45-minute panel sharing their personal stories on building successful businesses and their advice on getting financing in this economy. They’ll break out into small roundtable discussions by industry—including arts/media/entertainment, social causes, medical, tech and cleantech—allowing you to ask questions and make connections. Panelists: Chris Kao JD ’99, partner, Perkins Coie (intellectual property); Sheila Lirio Marcelo MBA ’98, JD ’99, CEO, Care.com (tech); Zen Chu, business development director, Harvard-Wyss Accelerator Fund (medical); Andrew Chung ’99, principal, Lightspeed Venture Partners (Internet/cleantech); Joseph C. Park MBA ’04, SVP, HarperCollins Consumer Digital Business (publishing/tech); Richard de Silva ’94, MBA ’00, general partner, Highland Capital Partners (digital media). Moderator: Melissa Lee ’95, host, CNBC’s Fast Money.

10:15 – 11:15 a.m. | Rx for MDs: Doctoring in 2010 and Beyond. A Conversation with Pauline Chen and Darshak Sanghavi
Fong Auditorium, Boylston Hall
Renowned physician-author-columnists Pauline Chen ’86 and Darshak Sanghavi ’92 explore how medicine has changed since their Harvard days. How do the realities of practicing health care today compare with the ideals that led them into the field? What do they tell would-be med students? And what’s their advice for confused and fearful patients? Moderated by Ann Kim ’00, documentary film producer/director.

11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. | Reboot: Reinventing Media for the Digital Age. A Conversation with David Eun
Fong Auditorium, Boylston Hall

12:30 – 1:30 p.m. | HAAAA General Meeting
Ticknor Lounge, Boylston Hall
Please join other HAAAA members, led by president Eric Yeh AB/AM ’98, to find out more about the organization and to discuss plans for the Shared Interest Group’s future, including additional chapters and new ideas for its activities around the world. The officers meeting that follows, from 1:30-2:30, is open to anyone interested.
ELEVATE PITCH COMPETITION 2010

One hundred and six entries came in from across the nation and around the world for the first-ever ELEVATE Pitch Competition—submissions that were stunning in their diversity and ingenuity: promising business startups, bold technological innovations, life-changing social initiatives and original arts and media projects. Out of that set of 106, 20 Semifinalists were selected to present their pitches via the web to our second-round judges; that set was winnowed down to the following eight teams, whose pitches were judged to be the most innovative, creative and persuasive. The competition was fierce: Many unique and brilliant ideas never even made it to the Semifinal round of 20. Here are the eight entries competing in the ELEVATE Live Pitch Finals on Saturday, October 16, for one of the three Grand Prize packages donated by our generous sponsors—the AOL Award for Creativity, the Perkins Coie Award for Innovation, and the Dr. and Mrs. James and Ruth Chao Award for Change—as well as the DFS Audience Award, voted on by the Live Pitch Audience themselves.

ELEVATE FINALIST TEAMS

- **Build a Better Speculum** (Anjana Sharma HMS '11; Gillian Sowden HMS '12; Imani Anwisye HMS '11). The vaginal speculum used on women hasn't changed in over 100 years! We are three female med students on a quest: to build a better speculum.

- **Diagnostics One** (Samual Sia PhD '02). A low-cost device that can diagnose blood-based diseases by anyone anywhere in 15 minutes or less.

- **Fenugreen** (Kavita Shukla '06, Swaroop Samant). Fenugreen is an all-natural, low-cost, patented, sustainable food packaging material that extends shelf-life of fruits and vegetables by 2-4 times.

- **Global Health Bridge** (Chi-fu Jeffrey Yang '05 HMS '11; Jessica Wey; Keisuke Nakagawa; Yusheng Zhang; Ankit Patel—presenting for Smisha Agarwal). Global Health Bridge is transforming rural health workers' cell phones into a tool to help them deliver better, more timely care to their communities.

- **The Jubilee Project** (Eddie Lee '08-'09; Eric Lu '09, HMS '14; Jason Y. Lee). The Jubilee Project's vision is to tap into the power of social media by creating entertaining videos that empower and inspire others to do good.

- **Locoto** (Stephen Chiu '97; T.K. Yang '98; Jimmy Quach '98). Locoto is the online marketplace and platform for designing, trading and scaling low cost tools and technologies for NGOs and communities in the developing world.

- **Puppy Love** (Kenneth Li ’12, Abel Acuna ’11). Puppy Love is a half-hour unscripted elimination dating show through which both owner and pet seek the perfect catch.

- **The Secret Court of 1920** (Jennifer B. Lee '98-99, Mynette Louie '97, V.V. (Sugi) Ganeshananthan '02—presenting for Amit Paley ’04). A film project detailing a Harvard Crimson reporter’s discovery that Harvard purged an underground group of gay students through a secret tribunal in 1920.

LIVE PITCH FINALS JURY


LIVE PITCH COMMENTATORS

Andrew G.W. Chung ’99, principal, Lightspeed Venture Partners ▪ Richard de Silva ’94, MBA ’00, general partner, Highland Capital Partners

GRAND PRIZE AWARD PACKAGES

$2500 cash award ▪ exclusive mentorship luncheons with leading funders, entrepreneurs and decision-makers ▪ Adobe’s Creative Suite 5 Design Premium software ▪ A three-month subscription to MyPRGenie’s Do-It-Yourself PR platform ▪ AOL laptop sleeves ▪ DFS passport holders

FINALIST AWARD PACKAGES

Exclusive mentorship luncheons with leading funders, entrepreneurs and decision-makers ▪ Adobe’s Creative Suite 5 Design Premium software

AUDIENCE AWARD

$500 cash prize

AWARD PACKAGES MAY ALSO INCLUDE

IDEO three-hour product design review and brainstorm session with three designers from the firm ▪ one-year full membership in Harvardwood, and a Harvardwood-arranged high-level agent or executive meeting
CONSULTATIVE LUNCHEON DONORS

Brian Ascher, partner, Venrock  ■ Stephen Chao '77, MBA '81, WonderHowTo CEO, reality-TV pioneer  ■ Darryl D. Chiang JD '94, senior corporate counsel, Google; Asian American Theatre Company  ■ Richard Chin '88, MD '94, CEO, Institute for OneWorld Health  ■ Danny Chun '02, head writer, co-exec producer “The Office”  ■ Zen Chu, director of business development for HMS at Harvard’s Office of Technology Development; director, Wyss Institute Accelerator Fund  ■ Chris Kao JD '99, partner, Perkins Coie  ■ Eugene Lee '84, CEO, Socialtext  ■ Gilman Louie, AMP '97, partner, Alsop Louie Partners, gaming pioneer  ■ Sheila Lirio Marcelo MBA '98, JD '99, founder, CEO, Care.com  ■ Ellen Pao JD '94, MBA '98, partner, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers  ■ James Wu, business development associate, Acumen Fund  ■ Gideon Yu, MBA '99, general partner, Khosla Ventures; former CFO, YouTube & Facebook

Prelim & Semifinals Judges

James Cham '95, Trinity Ventures  ■ David Chan '83, Jennison Associates  ■ Darryl D. Chiang JD '94, Google Inc; Asian American Theater Company

SUMMIT DINING SPECIALS

The following Cambridge restaurants are offering special deals to Summit participants. To take advantage of the discounts below, simply present your Summit badge when you pay. To take advantage of the prix fixe menus, present your badge when you order and mention to your server that you would like the HAAAA prix fixe menu.

CAFÉ OF INDIA offers authentic, traditional Indian cuisine in a rustic and romantic setting in the heart of Cambridge. Summit deal: 15% off dinner.
52 Brattle Street, 617-661-0683

CASABLANCA has been serving Harvard Square since 1955, with a menu influenced by Mediterranean flavors. It is as known for its cuisine as its charming ambiance. Summit deal: 20% off dinner.
40 Brattle Street, 617-876-0999

OM RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE serves Asian-inspired new American cuisine in an upscale, lounge-like setting. Summit deal: $30 prix fixe.
92 Winthrop Street, 617-576-2800

SHABU-YA offers personal hot pot (shabu-shabu) as its mainstay, but its menu also includes casual Korean and Japanese cuisine. Enjoy your meal in a bright, modern setting. Summit deal: 10% off dinner.
57 JFK Street, 617-864-6868

WAGAMAMA offers a hip and modern take on Japanese cuisine in the setting of a modern Japanese ramen bar, with a varied menu. Summit deal: free starter with the purchase of any two entrees.
57 JFK Street, 617-499-0930

ELEVATE SPONSORS

Dana Cho M Arch '01, IDEO  ■ Zen Chu, Wyss Institute Accelerator Fund; Harvard Medical School  ■ Andrew Chung '99, Lightspeed Venture Partners  ■ Joyce Lan Kim MA '01, Soompi.com  ■ Derrick Lee MBA '03, Bessemer Venture Partners  ■ Monica Lee '88, Internet entrepreneur/angel investor  ■ Theresa Loong '94, Intellitos and film producer  ■ Perla Ni, JD '98, GreatNonprofits  ■ Lindsay Wai M Arch '08, IDEO  ■ Mia Wenjen '87, Aquent  ■ Katherine Woo '95, Sofa Labs; Thread.com  ■ Jeff Yang '89, San Francisco Chronicle, Iconoculture

ANGELA A. CHAO '95, MBA '01

RAYMOND FLOURNOY '88
Norman Bay JD ’86 is the Director of the Office of Enforcement for the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, an independent agency that regulates interstate transmission of natural gas, oil, and electricity. He was U.S. Attorney for New Mexico, and an Asst. U.S. Attorney in D.C. and New Mexico. A Dartmouth grad, he is Dickason Professor of Law at the University of New Mexico, where he has been honored for his scholarship and excellence in teaching.


Liza Cariaga-Lo EdM ’90, EdD ’93 has been Harvard’s assistant provost for faculty development and diversity since 2007. Prior to that, she was the assistant dean and director of the Office for Diversity and Equal Opportunity at Yale Graduate School of Arts and Sciences; she was also assistant clinical professor at the Child Study Center at Yale School of Medicine. Her research deals with educational program evaluation, minority student development, ethnic minority health care and public policy affecting children and families.

Chuckra (Chuck) Chai ’95 was most recently a financial restructuring specialist in the U.S. Treasury Dept. Prior to that, he worked for the Clinton HIV/AIDS Initiative in Thailand, helping to negotiate the import of lower cost antiretroviral drugs that resulted in more than 100,000 lives saved. Previously, Chai helped found and managed Perry Capital’s Asian operations in Hong Kong and worked for Goldman Sachs in Singapore. Chai, who received his MBA from Stanford, has spent one-third of his adult life working throughout Asia.

Sewell Chan ’98 is a Washington correspondent for The New York Times and writes about economic issues. He was the founding bureau chief of City Room, the paper’s local news blog, and covered public transportation and City Hall in New York City. He has been a staff writer at The Washington Post and written for The Philadelphia Inquirer and The Wall Street Journal. Chan has a master’s in politics from Oxford University, where he was a Marshall Scholar.

Joanne Chang ’91 is the owner of the award-winning Flour Bakery chain in Boston and a partner in Myers+Chang. Originally an applied math and economics major, she was a consultant at Monitor for two years before she took an adult education course on running a food business. She opened her first Flour Bakery + Café in the South End in 2000. Her first cookbook, Flour: Spectacular Recipes from Boston’s Flour Bakery+Cafe, has just been published by Chronicle.

Lynn Chang ’75, Harvard Board of Overseers. A top prizewinner of the International Paganini Competition in Genoa, violinist Chang has enjoyed a versatile international career as soloist, chamber musician and educator for over 30 years. He performed as a member of the Boston Chamber Music Society for 25 years and is director of the Hemenway Strings at the Boston Conservatory, where he teaches. Chang, who studied at the Juilliard School before Harvard, has collaborated with cellist Yo-Yo Ma ’76 on numerous occasions.
P.Y. Nicole Chang '89 is VP, worldwide business development, for DFS Group, the world’s largest luxury travel retailer. Based in Hong Kong, she develops new businesses and partnerships in Greater China. She worked in Beijing and Shanghai as CEO for Go Digital Media Services and COO for Montrose International Food and Wine, the leading wine importer in mainland China and Hong Kong. Chang, who has a JD and MBA from Stanford, was co-founder and CEO of ELVESNET, a Paris-based lifestyle and real-estate management services company.

Elaine Chao MBA '79 is the 24th Secretary of Labor (2001-2009) and the first Asian-American woman Cabinet member. Secretary Chao’s career has spanned the public, private and non-profit sectors; she was previously Deputy Secretary of Transportation and Chairman of the Federal Maritime Commission. As President and CEO of United Way, she restored public trust after the organization had been tarnished by financial abuse and mismanagement. As Director of the Peace Corps, she established the first programs in the former Soviet Union. Secretary Chao is a Distinguished Fellow at The Heritage Foundation and a Fox News contributor.

Pauline W. Chen '86 is a surgeon and author of The New York Times bestseller Final Exam: A Surgeon’s Reflections on Mortality, and writes the “Doctor and Patient” online column for The New York Times. Chen studied at Northwestern University’s Feinberg School of Medicine and completed her training at Yale, the National Cancer Institute, and UCLA, where she in 1999 she was named Outstanding Physician of the Year. She currently practices in the VA Boston Healthcare System.

Sue Yun Chi ’01 is a portfolio manager at SeaChange Capital Partners, a nonprofit founded in 2006 to create a new approach to philanthropy. SeaChange arranges funding of organizations involved in education reform and youth development for low-income youth in the U.S. She has worked for the Acumen Fund, the Treasury Dept.’s Office of International Affairs, Women in Progress and Advocates for Financial Inclusion. She has an MA in International Economics from Johns Hopkins and an MBA from Wharton.

Richard Chin ’88, M.D.'94, is the CEO for Institute for One World Health, the first U.S. nonprofit pharmaceutical company. One World Health, which is largely funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, develops affordable drugs for the most impoverished patients in the developing world. Previously, in the for-profit sector, Chin oversaw the development of numerous breakthrough drugs, with aggregate current sales of several billion dollars. BusinessWeek in 2006 named him one of the U.S.’s youngest 99 public company CEOs. He has a law degree from Oxford, where he studied as a Rhodes Scholar.

David Chiu ’91, JD/MPP '95 was elected the first Asian-American president of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in January 2009. As Supervisor, Chiu represents San Francisco’s northeast neighborhoods, which includes the oldest Chinatown in the U.S. Before he entered public office, David was a founder and COO of Grassroots Enterprise, an online communications tech firm. He has been a criminal prosecutor at the San Francisco D.A.’s Office and a civil rights attorney at the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights.
Eileen Chow ’90 taught courses on Asian American and Asian diaspora film, literature, and history at Harvard from 1999 to 2010. As associate professor of Chinese Literary and Cultural Studies, she helped develop the Asian American studies minor track in the East Asian Studies program and served as faculty advisor to the Asian American Association. In 2002, Chow was one of two recipients of the Roslyn Abramson Award for excellence in teaching undergraduates. Chow earned her PhD from Stanford, and is currently a visiting professor at Duke.

Michael Chu MBA ’76 is a senior lecturer in the Initiative on Social Enterprise at HBS. He is also managing director and co-founder of the IGNIA Fund, a Mexico-based firm investing in commercial enterprises serving low-income populations in Latin America, and senior advisor and founding partner of Pegasus Capital, a private equity firm in Buenos Aires. A Dartmouth grad, he is co-head of Project Antares, an HBS and HSPH program focusing on commercial approaches to delivering heathcare in developing nations.

Zen Chu is director of business development for HMS at Harvard’s Office of Technology Development. He is also director of the Accelerator Fund at Harvard’s Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering. Focusing on biomaterials, medical devices and disease reprogramming technologies, Chu, who has a BS from Southern Methodist University and an MBA from Yale, works with Harvard’s medical community to rapidly develop and commercialize Wyss Institute innovations through patenting, clinical collaborations, corporate partnerships, licensing and spin-out companies.

Andrew G.W. Chung ’99 is a principal at Lightspeed Venture Partners focusing on cleantech, Internet and tech-enabled services. He has been involved in Lightspeed investments in the U.S., China and India, in solar (Stion), biofuels (LS9; Solazyme), storage (Leyden Energy), fossil energy (Coaltek; MSP/Drillex), lighting (Exclara), nursing education (Orbis), genomics and social gaming (Serious Business, acquired by Zynga). Andrew also chairs the Cleantech Advisory Board for The Indus Entrepreneurs Group (TIE) and is an advisor to the Cleantech Open competition.

Richard de Silva ’94, MBA ’00 is general partner at Highland Capital Partners, focused on digital media investments. De Silva serves on the boards of Affine Systems, Digg, FanSnap, Metacafe and NameMedia and has been involved in Highland’s investments in Fastclick (IPO, sold to ValueClick), Quigo (acquired by AOL) and Turbine (acquired by Warner Bros.). De Silva, who has an MPhil from Cambridge, has previously been a management consultant and a reporter for Newsweek and the Washington Post.

David Eun ’89, JD ’93 is president of AOL Media and Studios, where he oversees AOL’s network of content sites, as well as the SEED.com publishing platform, the StudioNow video platform and AOL’s NYC and LA studios. Eun is responsible for AOL’s efforts to build one of the strongest large-scale journalistic organizations while becoming the leading publisher of high-quality content and journalism in the world. Eun joined AOL from Google, where he was responsible for global business development efforts in video, print and local content. Prior to joining Google in 2006, Eun helped to oversee AOL while working at Time Warner as VP, operations, for the Media & Communications Group.
Drew Gilpin Faust took office as Harvard University’s 28th president on July 1, 2007. A historian of the U.S. Civil War and the American South, Faust is also the Lincoln Professor of History in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. She previously served as founding dean of the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study (2001-2007). Before coming to Radcliffe, Faust was the Annenberg Professor of History at the University of Pennsylvania. She is the author of six books, including This Republic of Suffering: Death and the American Civil War (January, 2008), which was awarded the 2009 Bancroft Prize, the New-York Historical Society 2009 American History Book Prize, and recognized by The New York Times as one of the “Ten Best Books of 2008.” Faust’s honors include awards in 1982 and 1996 for distinguished teaching at the University of Pennsylvania. She was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1994 and the American Philosophical Society in 2004. She received her bachelor’s degree from Bryn Mawr in 1968, magna cum laude with honors in history, and master’s (1971) and doctoral (1975) degrees in American civilization from the University of Pennsylvania.

V.V. (Sugi) Ganeshananthan ’02 is a fiction writer and journalist. Her debut novel, Love Marriage, (Random House, 2008) is set in Sri Lanka and its diaspora. The book was long-listed for the Orange Prize and named one of Washington Post Book World’s Best of 2008, as well as a Barnes & Noble Discover Great New Writers Pick. Her work has appeared in Granta, The Atlantic Monthly, The Washington Post, and The American Prospect. A former VP of the South Asian Journalists Association, she serves on the board of the Asian American Writers Workshop. She is the Zell Visiting Professor of Creative Writing at the University of Michigan.

Anand Giridharadas, PhD candidate, GSAS, writes the “Currents” column for The New York Times and the International Herald Tribune, exploring fresh ideas, global culture and the social meaning of technology, among others. In 2009, he completed a four-and-a-half-year tour reporting from India for the newspapers. His first book, a work of narrative nonfiction about his return to the India that his parents left, will be published by Times Books early next year and is titled India Calling: An Intimate Portrait of a Nation’s Remaking. He is a graduate of the University of Michigan.

Wendy Hanamura ’83 is VP and general manager of Link TV, which delivers international news, documentaries, feature films and world music to 30 million U.S. households. She serves as project manager for Link TV’s collaboration with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, ViewChange.org. Hanamura has been the Tokyo-based correspondent for World Monitor, an anchor for NHK, a reporter for KPIX-TV and series producer for the PBS’s KQED- TV. Her favorite project remains Honor Bound: A Personal Journey, a documentary about her father and his WWII march with the 442nd Regimental Combat Team.

Tania James ’03 is a novelist whose first book, Atlas of Unknowns, was a New York Times Editor’s Choice in 2009. In Atlas, James writes of two Indian sisters, one of whom wins a scholarship to an elite NYC school—and ends up a bikini-waxer in Queens. Back home, her sister fends off an arranged marriage while trying to get to America to find her missing sister. James’s first published work, “Aerograms,” was named one of the 100 Distinguished Stories of 2008 by Best American Short Stories.

Gish Jen ’77 is the author of three novels—Typical American, Mona in the Promised Land and The Love Wife—as well as a collection of stories, Who’s Irish? Jen brings both lightness and light to many aspects of contemporary identity, including immigration, ethnicity, intermarriage, and religion. She has received fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Guggenheim foundation, and the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Studies. Her new novel, World and Town, was published by Knopf this month.
Christopher Kao JD '99 is a partner in the Silicon Valley office of Perkins Coie LLP. He represents clients in patent and other intellectual property litigation, including copyright, trademark and trade secrets disputes. He also counsels inventors, entrepreneurs and start-ups regarding intellectual property issues. Chris was an associate at Cravath, Swaine & Moore in New York and a law clerk for the Honorable Carol B. Amon, U.S. District Judge for the Eastern District of NY. A graduate of Dartmouth, he was president of the Harvard Journal on Legislation at HLS.

Ann S. Kim '00 is a documentary film producer and director. She has produced for such national PBS shows as Unnatural Causes, Postcards from Buster, Frontline and Nova. She has also worked on the independent films The Mosque in Morgantown and Secrecy (2008 Sundance Film Festival). She is co-editor of Global Values 101, a collection of interviews with activists, on how individuals can contribute to global change, and co-director of MATCH+, about a doctor in India who is also a matchmaker for her HIV+ patients.

PJ Kim MBA/MPA '06 is executive director of the Drum Major Institute for Public Policy, a nonpartisan NYC think tank that promotes progressive policies for cities on such issues as economic justice, public transportation, housing and immigration. He was a 2009 candidate for New York City Council, earning the endorsement of The New York Times and The Daily News. A Princeton grad, he led the country’s largest free tax-prep campaign bringing 43,000 low-income New Yorkers $80 million in tax credits.

Athena Louise Lao COL '12 is a Classics concentrator pursuing a secondary field in Ethnic Studies. She was heavily involved in the movement to have Ethnic Studies recognized as a secondary field and currently serves as a student representative to the Faculty Committee on Ethnic Studies. She is currently co-president of the Asian American Association, the Harvard Foundation Associate for Cabot House and a member of the Harvard Philippine Dance Troupe. Athena is also a Peer Advising Fellow and First Year Urban Program Leader.

Bernard Lee ’92, ALM ’94 is a professional poker player with over $1.35 million in career tournament winnings. Lee catapulted into the poker spotlight after finishing 13th at the 2005 World Series of Poker Main Event. Since September 2005, Lee, who has an MBA from Babson College, has written the Sunday poker column for the Boston Herald; he is co-host for ESPN.com’s weekly poker show, ESPN Inside Deal. Lee’s latest book is The Final Table: Volume 2.

Deanna Lee ’84 is v.p. for communications and marketing at The New York Public Library. Lee came to the NYPL from the Asia Society, where she oversaw media relations and marketing. Previously, Lee had a 20-year career in broadcast news. She covered stories across the globe for Nightline, including the U.S. deployment in Somalia, the election of Nelson Mandela and the death of Deng Xiaoping. Most recently a senior producer at ABC’s World News with Charles Gibson, Lee is the recipient of eight Emmys and one duPont-Columbia Award.

Georgia Lee ’98 is a writer and filmmaker. While a consultant at McKinsey, Lee experimented with filmmaking on the side. After Martin Scorsese saw her first short, The Big Dish: Tiananmen ’89, he invited Lee to apprentice on Gangs of New York. Ms. Lee’s first feature film, Red Doors, won the Made in New York Award at the 2005 Tribeca Film Festival and was theatrically released in 2006; CBS/Paramount Studios hired her to adapt it into a drama pilot. Lee has since written several pilots for CBS, NBC, and FOX.
Jennifer 8. Lee ’98-99 is a journalist focused on the frontier of news and information in society. She works with the Knight News Challenge, a $25-million initiative to fund news innovation. Before that, she was a New York Times reporter for nine years. She is author of The Fortune Cookie Chronicles, a book about how Chinese food is all-American. She is co-chair of the Asian American Writers Workshop board, a member of the Nieman Lab advisory board and a committee member in the Robert F. Kennedy Courage in Journalism Awards.

Melissa Lee ’95 is the host of CNBC’s Fast Money, which covers investment information normally reserved for NASDAQ’s trading floor. Lee is also the host of Options Action, which features options trading strategies using the news of the week. Lee is also a contributor to NBC’s Today show. In 2010, Lee received a Gracie Award for Outstanding Host-News. Prior to joining CNBC in 2004, Lee worked for Bloomberg Television, CNN Financial News, and at Mercer Management Consulting.

William F. Lee ’72 is the first Asian American to be elected to the Harvard Corporation, the seven-member governing board of the University. Lee, who holds law and business degrees from Cornell, is one of the country’s leading intellectual property lawyers and co-managing partner of the firm WilmerHale. His ties to Harvard include his undergraduate years in Adams House, five years as a visiting professor at HLS, six years on the Board of Overseers, two brothers who teach at HMS and two daughters—one an HLS grad and another who is a College grad now studying at HBS and HKS.

Philip Lee JD ’00, Ed D ’14 returned to HLS in 2005 at former Dean Elena Kagan’s request to serve as the assistant director of admissions, leading the law school’s diversity outreach and co-founding a University-wide admissions group focused on diversity recruitment. Before coming back to Harvard, Lee was a trial attorney in New York City for five years. A graduate of Duke, he is currently a doctoral student at the GSE, focusing his research on diversity, law, and higher education.

Yiting Liu ’03 is a founding partner and managing member for Ray Shi Capital Group, LLB, focusing on investments in China. From 2006 to 2009, she was a private-equity investor in China at Vision Capital Advisors. She joined Vision Capital Advisors from PepsiCo’s Global Corporate Strategy and Development Group, where she worked with senior management to screen for acquisition targets, build business cases and develop internal strategy projects. Liu also worked at BCG in New York, developing solutions to key strategic and operational issues for clients.

Mynette Louie ’97 is a New York-based independent film producer. She produced Tze Chun’s award-winning Children of Invention, which premiered at Sundance 2009, played over 45 film festivals, won 16 festival awards and was released theatrically in 2010. She co-produced Andrew Bujalski’s Mutual Appreciation, named one of the top 10 films of 2006 by Entertainment Weekly and others. She is in post-production on P. Benoit’s Untitled Haiti Project, a Sundance Lab project starring Edwidge Danticat and is developing several narrative features.
Chris Lu J.D. ‘91 is Assistant to President Obama and Secretary of the Cabinet and one of the highest-ranking Asian Americans in the Administration. A Princeton grad and HLS classmate of Obama’s, he joined the newly elected Senator as his legislative director in 2005, overseeing the team that drafted Obama’s legislation and floor speeches. He became acting chief of staff of the Senate office, and then pulled double-duty as a policy advisor for Obama’s presidential campaign. He ran the Obama-Biden transition team. As Cabinet Secretary, he coordinates messages among all the secretaries and their agencies and is their liaison with the President.

Sheila Lirio Marcelo, MBA ’98, JD ’99, is founder and CEO of Care.com, the largest and fastest growing web source for finding caregivers. In 2009, she was recognized as one of the Most Powerful Women Entrepreneurs at the Fortune Most Powerful Women Summit. A Mount Holyoke grad, Marcelo was an Entrepreneur-in-Residence with the venture capital firm Matrix Partners. Marcelo is a board member of the Ayala Foundation USA, an organization that helps over 100 Philippine non-profits.

Mina Nguyen MBA ‘09 has served as an advisor to political leaders and CEOs for over a decade, currently as a director at AQR Capital Management. Nguyen graduated from UC Berkeley, and her government and political roles include serving as deputy assistant secretary of the U.S. Treasury Dept. as a principal advisor to Secretary Henry Paulson; senior advisor to Ken Mehlman on the RNC and Bush-Cheney campaign; and director of public liaison and special assistant to U.S. Labor Secretary Elaine Chao.

Roshan Paul MPP ’08 conceived of and created the Ashoka Peace initiative, which seeks to launch new Ashoka Fellows working to build solutions to conflict. From 2003 to 2006, he co-launched Ashoka’s Youth Venture in India, focusing on strategy development and selection of youth social entrepreneurs. He also coordinated Ashoka’s launch in Japan and helped create the Ashoka Globalizer, helping social entrepreneurs accelerate their impact globally. A Davidson graduate, Roshan serves on the advisory boards of three start-ups that work at the intersection of social innovation, education and peace-building.

Joseph Park, M.B.A. ’04 is SVP, consumer digital business, for HarperCollins Publishing, where he manages its overall consumer digital strategy. Park was founder and CEO of two startups, Askville, a social network-based Q&A website, and Kozmo.com, the first e-tailer to provide a one-hour delivery service to consumers, delivering dvds, food and other consumer goods in 11 major metropolitan cities. An NYU grad, Park is a fall 2010 adjunct professor at NYU’s Center for Publishing, teaching the course “Idea to Empire: New Business Development.”

Jack Reardon, Jr. ’60 is Executive Director of the Harvard Alumni Association and Associate Vice President for University Relations. He oversees the HAA’s University-wide alumni programs carried out through Alumni Education, Board Services, Clubs and Shared Interest Groups, International Alumni Affairs, and electronically through Post.Harvard and related online services. He also supervises College-specific programs tied to Classes and Reunions, including the Class Report office. Since his Harvard career began in 1965, Reardon has also served as director of admissions and financial aid, senior tutor in Kirkland House and director of athletics.
Darshak Sanghavi ’92 earned his MD at Johns Hopkins and completed his clinical fellowship at HMS and Children’s Hospital Boston after several years as a pediatrician for the U.S. Indian Health Service in Navajo country. He is currently the chief of pediatric cardiology at UMass Medical School. An innovative thinker and communicator about health issues, Sanghavi speaks widely about these and is Slate’s healthcare columnist. His bestselling book A Map of the Child: A Pediatrician’s Tour of the Body (Henry Holt) tells the stories of children’s developing bodies.

Valerie Santos MBA/MPP ’03 is DC’s mayor for planning and economic development, responsible for implementing Mayor Adrian Fenty’s economic development vision and managing a development pipeline worth more than $13 billion in housing, retail, office, parks, infrastructure and public space projects. Before joining the DC government in 2007, Santos, a grad of Santa Clara University, was a VP at Jones Lang LaSalle, a manager with Ernst & Young, and an associate with Hamilton Rabinovitz & Alschuler.

Roopal Shah ’91 co-founded Indicorps with her siblings to encourage the Indian diaspora to give a year of service to India. Indicorps partners with community-based organizations throughout India to contribute on grassroots issues from public health to education to livelihoods. A graduate of the University of Michigan Law School, Roopal also practiced law for 8 years as a clerk for a federal district judge in Honolulu, an associate at Shearman & Sterling in DC, and an Assistant U.S. Attorney in San Diego.

Sam Yoon MPP ’95 was elected as a Boston city councilor at-large in 2005, the first Asian American to run for and win elected office in Boston. After serving for four years, Sam ran for mayor, losing the primary election by 3 percent of the vote to the 16-year incumbent. Prior to his election, Sam worked to create affordable family housing in Boston’s Chinatown. A Princeton grad who founded the Asian Political Leadership Fund in 2007, Yoon now heads the National Alliance for Community Economic Development Association, based in DC.

Alice Young HLS ’74 is chair of the Asia Pacific Practice at Kaye Scholer LLP. During her more than 35 years of law practice, she has been lead advisor on projects in China, Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, Indonesia, India, Malaysia, the Philippines and Australia. She worked in Hong Kong in the pioneering early 1970s and did her first China deal in 1979. Young was in the first class of women graduates of Yale College; she was the first woman and minority and the youngest to head the New York branch office of a law firm.
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David Han MBA ’81
Angela A. Chao ’95, MBA ’01
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Asian American Writers Workshop

Office of the Dean of Arts and Humanities
Harvard Association of Asian and Asian American Faculty and Administrators
Jinhee Ahn ’85 and Joe Kim ’84
Byung-Kook Kim ’82
Tony W. Lee ’94
Yoshiko June Nagao ’96
Jeannie Park ’83 and David Chan ’83
Jeff Yang ’89 and Heather Yang
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SYNCOPATED FILMS

Brian Chu ’91, MBA ’97
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Haewon Bae ’06
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Liza Cariaga-Lo EdM ’90, EdD ’93
Albert Chang ’63
Frances Chang ’01
Lin Chen ’82

Pauline W. Chen ’86
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Joshua Chuang HBS ’12
Julie Yao Cooper ’85, MBA ’91
Scott Eun ’93
Raymond Flournoy ’88
Deborah Ho ’07
Eveleen Hsu ’07, EdM ’09
Junko Kim EdM ’05
P.J. Kim MBA/MPA ’06
Liz Kwo HMS/HBS ’11
Sophia Lai ’04, JD ’09
Jennifer S. Lee ’98-99
Joy C. Lin ’05
Vivian Louie ’88
Brigette Noh MPP ’94
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Thomas Seoh ’78, JD ’81
Bella Wong ’82, EdM ’91
Lisa M. Wong ’79
T.K. Yang ’98
Joyce Yan Zhang ’09
Jimmy Zhao ’08
Jinger Zhou ’04

SPECIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Harvard Foundation

Brian Ascher, Venrock
Stephen Chao ’77, MBA ’81
Darryl Chiang JD ’94
Richard Chin AB ’88, MD ’94
Zen Chu, Harvard’s Wyss Institute Accelerator Fund
Danny Chun ’02
Tony Hsieh ’95
Chris Kao JD ’99
Eugene Lee ’84
Gilman Louie AMP ’97
Sheila Marcelo, MBA ’98, JD ’99
Ellen Pao JD ’84, MBA ’98
James Wu, Acumen Fund
Gideon Yu MBA ’99
SUMMIT COMMITTEE

CO-CHAIRS

Jeannie Park '83 and Jeff Yang '89

PROGRAM CO-CHAIRS

Sophia Lai '04, JD '09 and Nelson Wang '92-'93

PROGRAM COMMITTEE AND SESSION COORDINATORS

Jay Chen '01 • Michelle Chen '99 • Margaret M. Chin '84 • James Chung '88, MBA '93 • V. V. (Sugi) Ganeshananthan '02 • Cheng Gao '08 • Deanna Lee '84 • Eddie Lee '08-'09 • Monica Lee '88 • Mynette Louie '97 • J. Robin Moon HSPH • Sia Shin '99-'03 • Arjun Vasan '07 • Eugene Yoon JD/MPP '08

ELEVATE PITCH COMPETITION

Monica Lee '88 and Jeff Yang '89, Co-Chairs

REGISTRATION

Bill Yao '90 and Joyce Yan Zhang '09, Co-Chairs

ONLINE

Jennifer B. Lee '98-'99 and Dawn Lee '01, Co-Chairs

CAMBRIDGE LIAISON

Sarah Paiji '06

EVENTS

Judith Li '06, Chair

SITE AND STUDENTS/VOLUNTEERS

Kristen Li '09, Chair

FUNDRAISING

Junko Kim EdM '05 • Deanna Lee '84 • Monica Lee '88 • Henry Will Mak '06 • Sarah Paiji '06

NEWS COVERAGE

Junko Kim EdM '05, Chair • Sangita Chandra • Michelle Kung '03 • Adrienne Lee COL '12 • Joy C. Lin '05 • Sanyee Yuan COL '12

SUMMIT LOGO

Ivy Pan '11

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Christina Limson

ACCOMMODATIONS

Veronica Wong '88

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA LIAISONS

Andrew Chung '99 • Monica Lee '88 • Sophia Lai '04, JD '09 • Titi Liu '03, JD '07 • Rosa Wu '03

ALUMNI OUTREACH

Theresa Loong '94 and Edwina Tom '02, Co-Chairs • Jane Su Jen Bock '81 • Michelle Chen '99 • Julie Dam '93 • Joyce Yan Zhang '09 • Jessica Chan '10 and Melissa Tran '10, interns.
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Business School: Amy Chu MBA '99

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences: Mable Chan AM '93

Law School: Julie Su JD '94

Law School/Kennedy School: Eugene Yoon JD/MPP '08

Medical School: Paul Chen '96; Beverly Du '09 (AB '04)

School of Dental Medicine: Jill Sung DDM '02

School of Education: Sophia Hong EdM '07
The Harvard Asian American Alumni Alliance was founded in Oct. 2008 as a Shared Interest Group of the Harvard Alumni Association and aims to build a global network and sense of community among Harvard’s Asian and Asian-American alumni. Please join us at HAAAA.Net and help shape this young organization.
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Eric Yeh ’98, SM ’98  
**President** (president@haaaa.net)

Yu-Han Chang ’99, SM ’99  
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Vicki Chou ’02, JD ’06  
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Carey Hsu ’01  
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Jacki Chou ’07  
**Communications Chair** (communications@haaaa.net)

Edwina Tom ’02, Theresa “Tree” Loong ’94  
**Alumni Outreach Chairs** (alum-outreach@haaaa.net)

Vicki Chou ’02, JD ’06  
**Nominations Chair** (nominations@haaaa.net)

Yu-Han Chang ’99, SM ’99  
**Technology Chair** (tech@haaaa.net)

Kay Hashimoto ’98, Eugene Kim ’01,  
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Ojas Tejani ’99, Junko Kim EdM ’05,  
**Fundraising Chairs** (fundraising@haaaa.net)

Rui Dong ’05, Jinger Zhao ’04  
**Program Chairs** (program@haaaa.net)

Hye-Won Choi ’85  
**Reunion Chair** (reunion@haaaa.net)

Jeannie Park ’83, Jeff Yang ’89  
**Summit Chairs** (summit@haaaa.net)

Jeannie Park ’83, Margaret Chin ’84  
**University Affairs Chairs** (uni-affairs@haaaa.net)

Yuming Zou ’03,  
**Mentorship Chair** (mentorship@haaaa.net)

Fang Yuan ’07  
**Awards Chair** (awards@haaaa.net)

Joyce Yan Zhang ’09  
**Public Service Chair** (public-service@haaaa.net)

**CHAPTER HEADS**

Eric Yeh ’98, SM ’98  
**New York** (ny@haaaa.net)

Paula Fernandez ’99  
**Los Angeles** (la@haaaa.net)

Sarah Paiji ’06  
Judith Li ’06  
**Boston** (boston@haaaa.net)

T.K. Yang ’98  
**Washington, D.C.** (dc@haaaa.net)
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Roger Banks, Harvard College Office of Admissions  
Ari Barbanell, American Repertory Theater  
Lauren Brodsky, Harvard Alumni Association  
Liza Cariaga-Lo, Office of the Provost  
Sangita Chandra, Asian American Journalists Association  
Myong Chandra, Korea Institute  
P.Y. Nicole Chang ’89  
Stella Chin, Office of the Assistant to the President  
David Eun ’89, JD ’93  
Joslyn Evans, Harvard Alumni Association  
William Fitzsimmons, Harvard College Office of Admissions  
Allen Counter, Harvard Foundation  
David Han MBA ’81, One Equity Partners  
Heather Johnston, Harvard Black Alumni Society  
Chris Kao JD ’99  

Susan Lee Laurence, Korea Institute  
Christina Limson  
Teresa Malonzo, Office of the Assistant to the President  
Garth McCavana, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences  
Jim McKellar, Harvard Student Agencies  
Robert Mitchell, FAS Office of Diversity Relations and Communications  
Diane Paulus ’88, American Repertory Theater  
Mia Riverton ’99  
Diana Sorensen, Dean of Arts and Humanities  
Loc Truong, Harvard Foundation  
Kyung Yoon

And our many volunteers, whose names could not all be collected in time, but who shall be acknowledged separately.
THE CHAO FAMILY

SALUTES THE INAUGURAL HARVARD ASIAN AMERICAN ALUMNI SUMMIT AND CONGRATULATES THE PARTICIPANTS AND WINNERS OF THE ELEVATE PITCH COMPETITION!

WE ARE PROUD TO SPONSOR THE DR. AND MRS. JAMES AND RUTH CHAO AWARD FOR CHANGE.
IT STARTS WITH AN IDEA

In an entrepreneur’s hands, it can turn into the product of the future, a revolutionary solution to an unmet market need. But it takes conviction, hard work, a talented team, smart financing - and a little bit of luck to transform a concept into a company. At Perkins Coie, we work with emerging companies at every stage of growth and have unmatched experience in handling complex corporate finance, intellectual property, technology transfer and other business issues.

With more than 700 lawyers in 17 offices across the United States and in China, Perkins Coie serves great companies ranging in size from start-ups to FORTUNE 100 corporations.

Perkins Coie is proud to support the Inaugural 2010 Harvard Asian American Alumni Summit.
One Equity Partners

The private equity arm of JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Investments behind compelling business ideas and strong management teams

New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Munich, Frankfurt and Hong Kong

J.P. Morgan

www.oneequity.com

Congratulations to Harvard Asian American Alumni Summit 2010
MAP KEY

A: EMERSON  E: A.R.T. OBERON  I: QUEEN'S HEAD PUB
B: BOYLSTON  F: RADCLIFFE GYM  J: CHARLES HOTEL
C: FACULTY CLUB  G: AGASSIZ  K: WINTHROP HOUSE
D: CGIS SOUTH  H: SCIENCE CENTER